Résumé. 2014 Nous donnons les relations de récurrence exactes pour les fonctions génératrices décri-vant les marches aléatoires sans recoupement et avec volume exclu sur la famille des tamis de Sierpinski. Leur étude révèle que la moyenne des distances parcourues pour des marches de N pas varie comme N03BD avec 03BD = In (2)/ln { (7 -5)/2}, indépendamment de la force (limitée) d'interaction.
1. Introduction B. Mandelbrot [1] has emphasized that many self-similar structures (fractals) occur in nature. Thus it is of interest to investigate simple models of fractals, one such model being the Sierpinski gasket, with a Hausdorff dimension of In (3)/ln (2) . Indeed, the SiefPinski gasket has now been much studied [2] , particularly with reference to its similarities to percolation clusters (at threshold).
Here we develop exact results for self-avoiding walks on the lattice of the Sierpinski gasket including self-interaction, thereby generalizing Dhar's treatment of non-interacting walks on simplex' lattices [3] . This then is to be added to the brief list of exactly solved self-avoiding walk problems, which includes walks on Bethe lattices [4] , on finite-width strips [5] , and Nienhuis' [6] recent nontrivial results on the honeycomb lattice. The present solution is obtained via a real-space renormalization group kind of technique [7] , in common both with Dhar's work and with other renormalization group treatments [8] (4) implies an approaches a fixed point a which is a solution to a3 + a2 -a = 0. Then either a = 0 or Now as z -~ 1/K: from below, we expect the maximum an value to increase while the n value at which this maximum is achieved also increases. But at such larger values of n the bn, cn, dn should approach very close to zero and the behaviour of an be governed by (4) . Thus as z ~ 1/x from below the maximum an value should increase toward a of (5) (5) ; whereas for v 3~ 0.86 the value we achieved is less than half of (5) . Evidently to come closer to the precise value of (5) at these larger values of v one must approach I /K more accurately than the 1 part in 1016 which we achieved.
The asymptotic behaviour of the mean end-to-end separation R &#x3E; N for walks of a fixed number of steps can be deduced. Indeed where, for large n, Thus the desired exponent is given as These partial derivatives with respect to z are obtained via recurrence relations which result from taking derivatives of the equations (2) The initial Z1 is obtained on taking derivatives of equations (1) . From the asymptotic behaviour of the Çn at z = 1 /yc it is seen that as n -+ oo the matrices Tn approach an asymptotic n-independent form T. Then where e is the vector with ~ component 5(~ a) and A is the maximum eigenvalue to T. Through the use of (12) and the asymptotic behaviour of the ~ discussed near equation (5) 3. Conclusion.
An exact approach for self-interacting self-avoiding walks on the Sierpinski gasket has been given. The exponent for the mean end-to-end separation of N-step walks is independent of the (finite) interaction strength. This last fact is evidently due to the Sierpinski gasket's low degree of ramification, i.e., the low number of sites far from two given distant sites which if deleted would cut all paths between the two given sites.
